Modeling Diversified Preference for Flowers
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1. Introduction
With the maturity of the consumers’ life, its importance is growingly recognized to measure and characterize
their diversified preference of consumers. Here, we extend Thurstone’s classical model (1927) expressing the
discrimination of two stimuli and develop a unified maximum likelihood procedure. It can analyze various types
of preference test and effective when fairly a large number of objects are examined. In such cases, the preference
test becomes inevitably incomplete.
As a case study, we carried out experiment to examine the preference of N = 191 students (subjects) for
H = 20 varieties (objects) of violet. The experiment consisted of paired comparisons by sixty slides, four-fold
comparisons by twenty slides, and choice-of-three-out-of-eight comparisons by twenty slides. Pretest showed that
these experiments require six seconds, eight seconds and thirty seconds per slide respectively.
2. Likelihood of generalized Thurstone’s model and a hierarchical model
Let (ν s1 ,K ,ν sK ) be the set of the varieties out of the H varieties to be compared, which are extracted for the
sth slide of K-fold comparisons (s = 1,K , S ). The dataset consists of Zskn ( n = 1, K , N , s = 1,K , S , k = 1, K , K )
which takes value of 1 if the nth subject selects the kth variety in the sth slide, and value of 0 otherwise. The
generalized Thurstone’s model for K-fold comparisons consisting of S slides is described as
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The estimated scores from the four-fold comparison agreed well with those from paired comparison (Figure 1).
The estimated scores from paired comparisons have smaller variance for intermediate varieties, whereas those
from the four-fold comparisons have smaller variances for preferred varieties. Given a fixed number of slides, the
variance of estimates from the paired comparisons became explosively large when a large number of varieties are
compared. On the other hand, as far as the preferred varieties are concerned, the variance from four-fold
comparison did not depend much on the number of varieties to be compared.
3. Predicted selection probability: correlations and a hierarchical model
Predicted selection probabilities of varieties are obtained from the estimated scores. However, it is important
to take account of the effect of assortment when multiple varieties are selected. Correspondence analysis applied
to a slide of choice-of-three-out-of-eight comparisons implies correlation structure between the varieties (Figure
2). The likelihood of this experiment is obtained by slight modification of equation 1, considering the probability
that the selected varieties have the three largest scores among those on the slide. The model taking account of
correlations gave much different predicted selection probabilities from those from the model assuming
independence among the varieties. Under the independence model, the selection probabilities of variety 4 and
variety 5 increased in parallel with the increased number of selected varieties. On the other hand, under the model
taking account of correlations, the selection probability of variety 4 caught up with that of variety 5 with the
increased number of selected varieties (Figure 3).
It is also important to take account of diversity of preference for better prediction of the selection probability.
Based on the first stage analysis, we propose a hierarchical model with the following prior distribution for the
preference of individuals.
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self-inconsistency of individuals, the population preference to varieties and the diversity of preference respectively.
Posterior distributions of the parameters and hyper-parameters were obtained by Metropolis-Hastings algorithm
(Metropolis et al. 1953; Hastings 1970). The most and the third preferred varieties had large diversity, whereas the
second preferred variety had a small diversity (Figure 4). Difference in diversity turned over the ranks in selection
probability between the second and the third preferred varieties.
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RÉSUMÉ
Nous developped un procédé de maximum de vraisemblance du modèle de Thurstone généralisé pour
analyser de divers types d'essai de préférence. Pour décrire la préférence diversifiée, nous developped un modèle
hiérarchique.

Figure 1 Estimated scores from paired and
four-fold comparisons

Figure 3 Predicted selection probabilities:
the effect of assortment

Figure 2 Correspondence analysis applied to one
slide of choice-of-three-out-of-eight comparisons

Figure 4 Mean and diversity of preference estimated
from a hierarchical model

